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  Welcome back to another look at new films arriving on Blu-ray and DVD. This is another busyedition filled with all types of features in just about every genre imaginable. So, since you can’t,or likely shouldn’t go out to the movies this week, be sure to give one of these titles a try!    BIG NEW RELEASES!    COLLECTIVE: In this documentary, a team of investigators at the Romanian newspaper Gazeta Sporturilorfollows a story lead and uncovers a conspiracy. They look into a 2015 tragedy and discover ahealth-care fraud scam involving local political figures and moguls stealing money, resulting inthe unnecessary deaths of numerous citizens. The film crew follows these journalists as theyget to the bottom of it all and present their findings. Critics were extremely impressed by thisfeature, so much so that it received only one mixed review.  Everyone else was blown away by the story they had witnessed. They called the movie ashocking expose of horrible people in positions of power, whose crimes wouldn’t have beenuncovered were it not for the great work of the writers. This title is making its debut exclusivelyon DVD.  THE CROODS: A NEW AGE: This sequel to the animated 2013 feature The Croods continuesthe story of the prehistoric family. The adventure begins with the protagonists locating awalled-in paradise that provides them with everything and more they would need to survive.However, they soon meet another family squatting on the site. But when a new and dangerousthreat appears, the groups must overcome their differences and team up to save the day.  The press generally liked this feature. A small group didn’t think the follow-up was unique orfunny enough to win them over. Yet the majority felt that it was colorful, well-animated and thatthere were plenty of laughs and enjoyable moments that would entertain the entire family. Thevoice cast includes Nicolas Cage, Emma Stone, Ryan Reynolds, Catherine Keener, ClorisLeachman, Clark Duke, Leslie Mann, Peter Dinklage and Kelly Marie Tran.    DONNA: Also known as Donna, Stronger Than Pretty, this independent drama follows threedecades in the life of a sweet, but downtrodden woman. The lead character finds it difficult tolive up to the expectations of her traditional Italian family. After enduring years of torment fromher conservative husband, she finally finds the courage to stand up for herself and make a newstart in her life. Over the last year, this low-budget movie managed to earn a few awards at filmfestivals.  There haven’t been many notices written about the picture, but the ones that have appearedhave been decent. While one or two found the lead character’s early behavior frustrating, theystill complimented the cast and called the movie an empowering ode to women suffering fromabuse. If features Kate Amundsen, James Aronson and Sandy Bainum.  LAST CALL: Here’s another indie drama that has earned some good press. This film involves amisdial that brings together two completely different individuals. When a depressed man aboutto kill himself calls a suicide hotline, he accidentally ends up speaking to the building’s late-nightjanitor after she answers the phone. With little knowledge of how to handle the situation, shetries to keep the man engaged in order to convince him to spare his own life.  This movie played at a few festivals in 2019 and received awards for its cast and narrative. Oneor two critics said that the conversation depicted simply couldn’t justify the feature’s runningtime. Still, the majority appreciated the work of the actors and called the film a personal andcompelling depiction of depression. Sarah Booth and Daved Wilkins headline the movie.    THE LAST VERMEER: This period drama is based on a true story that occurred at the close ofWorld War II. A soldier arrives in the Netherlands to investigate the eccentric Dutch artist HanVan Meegeren, who is accused of collaborating with the Nazis and providing them withpriceless Vermeer masterpieces. The investigator finds the oddball difficult, but begins tosuspect that he may be innocent of the crimes he has been charged with and decides to defendhim in court. The majority of write-ups for the movie were positive.  A small number found the story fascinating but the execution of the story a little too ordinary,saying that the courtroom drama became tiring. Still, many asserted that Van Meegeren was anengaging character and the details of his scheme were compelling to watch. It stars GuyPearce, Claes Bang, Vicky Krieps, Roland Møller, August Diehl and Adrian Scarborough.    OUR QUINCEAÑERA: Here’s another noteworthy documentary arriving on disc. A film crewtravel to a small town in Texas where a high school principal hosts a yearly Quinceañera forstudents who can’t afford one (for those unfamiliar with such an event, it is a young woman’s15th birthday celebration). The entire town decides to get involved and the community does itsbest to inspire students to make their dreams come true and work together to accomplish theirgoals. This title had screenings at numerous film festivals over the past year and won anaudience favorite award at one showing.  The film has been available to stream for a few weeks, but it hasn’t been reviewed by the pressyet, so interested parties will have to join in without any more details about the party.    RAGE: This Australian thriller begins with a violent home invasion that leaves a husband in acoma and a wife in trauma. The man does reawaken and recover, but his significant other isshattered by the ordeal and the couple is told that one of the perpetrators evaded arrest. Aftergoing out in public for the day, the wife thinks she recognizes the attacker. This spurs the leadson a journey of revenge, although things may not be as they initially appear.  The film hasn’t been seen by many reviewers outside of its home country. However, thewrite-ups it did receive were solid and the feature also earned raves in its homeland. It has beendescribed as a gripping and tense little feature that includes excellent performances from theleads. The cast includes Matt Theo, Hayley Beveridge, Richard Norton and Tottie Goldsmith.    SILK ROAD: Stay off of the dark web everyone. This thriller claims to be inspired by realevents, detailing the rise of Silk Road, one of these aforementioned websites. When aprogrammer creates a free online marketplace, he initially believes that he’s going makeincredible sums of money. But it isn’t long before sellers begin using the service to makemultimillion-dollar drug deals.  This puts the lead’s life in danger from both criminals and a potentially corrupt DEA agent.Critics were split on this film. Half thought that it rushed through proceedings and didn’tultimately know what it was trying to say about its subject. The same number suggested thatthere were some thrills and elements that were intriguing enough to earn the flick arecommendation.  Jason Clarke, Nick Robinson, Katie Aselton and Jimmi Simpson headline the feature.  WRONG TURN: Based on genre movies, the Appalachian Mountains may be the mostdangerous region to visit in the entire world. This remake of the 2003 horror hit sends a newgroup of youths to the area. While hiking, they encounter a group of maniacs living in themountains ready to rob, murder and eat them. As they’re being attacked, one of their dadsattempts to locate and rescue them.  This creeper earned slightly more positive reviews than it did negative ones. Some were criticalof the movie’s tonal shifts and stated that it didn’t properly resolve several of its plot threads.However, the majority suggested that while it was uneven, there were some effective jolts andeerie scenes that would please horror enthusiasts. It features Charlotte Vega, Adain Bradley,Bill Sage, Emma Dumont and Matthew Modine.  BLASTS FROM THE PAST!  While there are plenty of new titles this week, there are just as many classic features receivingnew Blu-ray releases. Arrow is presenting a new Steelbook edition of the classic, An AmericanWerewolf in London(1981). Those who remember the earlier disc release from last year will know that this incrediblemovie came with an assortment of new documentaries and incredible bonus features. If youdidn’t pick it up the earlier version, you can now get the same release packaged in a Steelbookwith brand new art.  The distributor is also releasing a Special Edition Blu-ray of the Japanese grindhouse feature, Shogun’s Joy of Torture(1968). It’s a horror anthology from cult director Teruo Ishii (perhaps better known at the time forhis Yakuza crime features) involving several disturbing tales that ultimately involve extremeforms of punishment and abuse. The disc includes a commentary from a Japanese cinemaauthority, a discussion with another expert on the genre, a segment with a critic detailing thehistory of this subgenre, as well as publicity materials for the film.  Kino is debuting some Blu-ray titles that have never been released in high definition. The first isfor the beach-party comedy, The Allnighter (1987). This one starred Suzanna Hoffs (lead singerof the rock band, The Bangles) and follows her character as she searches for “Mr. Right” at thebiggest celebration of the year. You’ll get a commentary with star Hoffs and her mother (whodirected the feature), a film historian audio track, a music video for the film and a trailer.  Speaking of musicians taking on acting roles, Hard to Hold (1984) is also arriving on Blu-ray.This drama features performer Rick Springfield (of “Jessie’s Girl” fame) as a rock star who findshimself falling for a child psychologist and intellectual. The flick featured several original songsfrom the performer, including the top 40 hit, “Love Somebody” as well as tunes by Peter Gabrieland Graham Parker. The Blu-ray arrives with a commentary with director Larry Peerce, asecond track with an entertainment journalist, a trailer and 11 radio spots.  The same distributor is putting out a double-feature Blu-ray of dramas The Other Side of theMountain  (1975) and TheOther Side of the Mountain: Part II(1978), which follows a young ski champion who is paralyzed in an accident, but manages tomake a new start in life after falling in love. Director Larry Peerce (who also helmed Hard to Hold) appears in a bonus interview on the release. Trailers are also included on the disc.  They also have a Blu-ray of the German feature Port of Freedom (1944), a melancholy dramaset in Europe. The narrative was shot during WWII and reportedly is a great example of howfilmmakers were able to get around rules imposed by the Third Reich in order to createhumanist dramas with anti-Nazi undertones. The movie has been given a 4K color restorationand arrives with a film historian commentary.  Criterion is releasing a Blu-ray of the award-winning independent drama, Chop Shop (2007).The story follows a struggling orphan who finds work at an auto-body garage in Queens. Thisdisc includes a director-approved high-definition digital transfer of the feature. Filmmaker RaminBahrani also provides a commentary track and a new conversation about the movie with mostof the cast and crew.  In addition, there’s a special that includes the director and writer in conversation, and rehearsalfootage of the cast just before the shoot.    They also have an earlier feature from writer/director Bahrani called, Man Push Cart (2005). It’sa well-received drama about a famous Pakistani rock star who moves to the U.S. and ends upselling coffee from a cart in Manhattan. This Blu-ray also includes a director-approved transfer,an audio commentary, a new conversation featuring Bahrani with the cast and crew, aconversation featuring the moviemaker and a movie scholar, as well as an early short film bythe director.  The final Blu-ray release of the week is the musical and Oscar-nominee Show Boat (1951) withKathryn Grayson and Ava Gardner.    YOU KNOW, FOR KIDS!  Here are some new releases that may appeal to children.  Banana and the Curious Bunch: Season 2 (Japanese)  The Croods: 2-Movie Collection (2013 and 2020)  The Croods: A New Age    ON THE TUBE!  And these are the week’s TV-themed releases.  American Experience: The Codebreaker (PBS)  Betty White’s Pet Set: The Complete 1971 Series DVD (PBS)  Robert Kirkman’s Secret History of Comics: Season 1 (2017 AMC series)  Star Trek: The Next Generation: Season 1 (1987 - 1988) Blu-ray  VISIT: WWW.CINEMASTANCE.COM  By Glenn KayFor the Sun  
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